Works Cited


**In-Text Citations**

Any time you *paraphrase* or *quote* from a source you must give an **in-text citation**. Every in-text citation points a reader to complete details of each source used in the **Works Cited** page (at the end of your paper). In-text citations in MLA style require you to give **author** and **specific page number(s)** when available. Some examples of in-text citations when paraphrasing, and in-text citations when quoting.

**In-Text Citation When Paraphrasing:**

In his book, Vogler lists eight of the most common archetypes *(26).*

According to one writer, the Hero is one of the most common literary archetype *(Vogler 26).*

**In-Text Citation When Quoting:**

According to Vogler “For the storyteller, certain character archetypes are indispensable tools of the trade.” *(26).*

One writer identifies the importance of archetypes for storytellers, “certain character archetypes are indispensable tools of the trade. You can’t tell stories without them.” *(Vogler 26).*